
Mimi
Host city
Flu vaccine
Instruction and coach dev

Brink
Tokyo JTT streaming
BHM promo
Social content with Skateism magazine
Merch re-up
Windbreakers, HJ color
Andy Jenkins

Joe
Got together all social clips and media

Peacock
In Tucson last week
Get out with Tristan tomorrow
Jordyn Barratt
Heimana

Andrew
Coaching certification
Communicate through social, with kids
Bring in community in safe way
Linked up with Tristan
Dr. G

Jess
Video log for social
Zoom and now in person 1 on 1 with team
Connect more with park team
Relationship with undefeated and whoop

Katie
Adaptive announcement GFL
Out to comm through social
Lots of convo with media on structure

Jaquet
Finished doc announcement - chasing numbers from OC folks
Sent adaptive proposal to Toyota



Active with Daily Harvest, Chipotle, P&G
AOA and Moderna on back burner

Miki
Broadening discussions with industry insiders to make sure they know what we’re doing and
some people on the fringes
Wider donor programs
Salesforce non-profit program
Making friends with USOPC and other NGBs
Grant writing program
Cindy Brumfield - dir of major gift at USOPC

Ridge
Don Bostick - WCS, 70, NSA with Frank Hawk, Mystic Cup in Prague
Steph - skateboarder, skatepark advocate, TSP board
Micaela - helping with SafeSport, 25 years in SB, All Girls Skatejam
Nicole Hause - little concussion
Jamie Foy - South Florida and LA,
Lisa Whitaker - skating 30, industry over 20, WSA
Steve - in NYC, will join later
Gary - original member

Mark Waters - one of first camp directors
Mark’s flags

Board meeting

Miki Dev overview
Goal is reach out further
Board has network, please connect
Create opportunities for fans of skateboarding
Core micro-donations program, continue on with 100 days out
200k by the Games
Deck out to OC philanthropists
2 hooks - critical opp to get skateboarding into other places
Potential impact on Olympic Movement

National Championships


